Lilac
Key Words
Energising ~ Activating ~ Sensual ~ Opening ~ Illuminating ~ Joy
Attract ~ Welcoming ~ Gentleness ~ Warmth ~ Beauty ~ Light
Spiritual ~ Softening ~ Magnetising ~ Uplifting ~ Comforting ~ Grace
This flower essence has a gentleness that delicately opens the energy centres
through the spine, shining light down into the crown centre and through the body.
A sense of uplifting joy fills the user with comfort and confidence.
Lilac has a welcoming energy that enables the individual to open to what is
needed, attracting what each chakra needs to become balanced and aligned. It is
useful when feeling sensitive or shy, as Lilac has an alluring ability to draw energy
focused introspectively out in a loving way. It opens the heart chakra, and
encourages an expression that is loving, nurturing and adept at creating beauty.
Beauty in its purest form brings wonder and joy, and when truly appreciated gifts a
full heart of love and satisfaction.
This essence is uplifting and enticing; it carries you in times of darkness or
difficulty. Lilac’s frequency brings in a higher perspective and offers light from the
cosmos through the crown chakra. It helps to cultivate inner light in an aware and
conscious way. Lilac essence is useful for those who may have shut down or feel
closed off form their surroundings and connection to Spirit. It offers a supportive
loving energy that illuminates what is needed for healing. Lilac assists in opening
back up to the joys of life and attracting what is needed for further growth and
development from a heart centred perspective. It helps one to find the sweetness
of life once more.
Lilac essence was made at Wesak festival, Buddha’s birthday. Enlightening
influences are felt at Wesak as it is a time of “mass-initiation” for committed
Lightworkers. It is the time of the year when Spiritual progress is accelerated
immensely for everyone! Lilac essence can support spiritual progress and practice.
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